Evidences of the existence of Aether
GRAVITONS-AETHER
(It is an English translation of a German text)
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In the search for the truth about our world, sometime we reach automatically to a point where
we have to answer these questions: "Is there Aether?"…and if so, what is this Aether? "
By the end of the nineteenth century the element Aether was recognized and accepted by
scientists as a necessary medium for the transmission of different waves, simply because
logic commanded it. At this point, however, something happened that forced the world of science
to rethink. The Michelson-Morley Experiment "erroneously proved" that there is no Aether. The
basic idea was that the speed of two light beams, emitted in different directions, would have to be
different because the element Aether would have to slow down the one beam (emitted parallel to the
Earth's orbit). At the starting point of the experiment, two beams were separated from the same light
source and emitted in two different directions. Finally, both beams were recombined by means of
mirrors, but the resulting interference pattern did not yield any difference in speed, leading to the
idea that there is no Aether. The science of the nineteenth century had nothing to counter this
conclusion, and thus the scholars had to reject the concept of the Aether, although this was contrary
to any logic. What was wrong here was the assumption that the Aether beam must decelerate as
any known medium does. Subsequent experiments led to the assumption that the Aether beam does
not slow down due to its almost infinite flexibility, but these experiments have not been as resonant
as the Michelson-Morley Experiment.
One of these later experiments (actually a long series of experiments) which proved the existence of
the Aether was carried out by the Russian astronomers Nasonov and Kosyrev in the late 1970s
and lasted for about 5 years. With the help of a crystal detector, cultured in space, and a large
telescope, astrometric intensity profiles of many galaxies were generated. These intensity profiles
looked quite different than expected! Everyone knows how a galaxy looks: the brightness is very
large in the middle and decreases to the edge. The intensity profiles developed by the Russian
astronomers looked reversed: they were weak in the middle of the galaxies and much stronger on
the edge. What the crystal detector responded to was not the light, but something else - and it also
responded as the opening of the telescope was covered!!! To exclude external influences, it was
repeatedly electromagnetically shielded, but the reaction was still there! The logical conclusion was:
the detector receives gravitational waves, because only the gravitational force permeates
everything. This was associated with the strange intensity profiles in conjunction, and this resulted
in an unbelievable new conclusion: gravitation is a medium (the long-sought Aether =
accumulation of gravitons) that is absorbed more strongly by the many heavy stars in the middle
of the galaxies than on their edges! For this reason, the intensity profiles generated were weaker in
the middle, different than generally expected. (Source: "Space & Time") Further experiments with
this crystal detector revealed new, completely unexpected facts that disprove many widely
accepted theories and turn almost all of the astrophysics upside down. Unfortunately, the
bureaucracy started in the early 1980s and banned the astronomers from publishing further
research results.
But now back to the beginning of the 20th century. The exclusion of the Aether as a medium for the
transmission of waves, especially of EM waves, led to one of the greatest riddles in science: one
suddenly no longer knew how waves (and in general, energy) were transferred. To explain this,
the concept of the physical field was invented, which still dominates science but is not clearly
defined. In short, you do not know what a field (magnetic, electrical) actually is. As in the case
of the electric charge, one assumes axiomatically that there are fields without explaining
what they are; it would be much easier to accept the Aether as a medium, simply because
other media actually exist in nature.
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But it is not only logic that recommends the acceptance of the Aether as a subtle and all-pervasive
medium, but also the necessity of explaining the functioning of different machines which do not run
"according to the rules of official teaching." It is mainly about experiments involving the manipulation
of gravity.
In the following are presented a pair of properties of the medium Aether which provide a good and
logical explanation for the operation of such machines.
The Aether is a subtle continuum that fills the entire universe and permeates everything.
More than that, the Aether is the "substance" that creates physical objects in compressed
form. It also exists in free form, as "invisible, free and flowing Aether" and in bound form, as
visible objects. On this assumption, everyday experiments are carried out in particle
accelerators, where existing particles are accelerated with relative velocities; after impacting,
these particles dissolve in pure energy, producing completely new particles as from
"nothing". The newly born particles are not components of the old, but really new, born of
pure energy (presumably from the Aether).
The free Aether is in constant motion. The natural tendency of the free, unbound Aether is to flow to
the mass centers (stars, planets) of the universe and there to become visible matter. It has been
proved by the official science (astrophysics) that the mass of the heavenly bodies is constantly
growing, but without a good explanation for this growth. The common explanation is that light
elements are burned in the process of hot fusion, which leads to the emission of different amounts of
energy and the simultaneous generation of heavy elements. Even if the spectral analysis proves the
existence of heavy elements in the stars, one cannot assume that only these elements are
responsible for the growing mass of the stars. It is probable that only the volume will change, the
total mass must always remain the same (example: 1 kg of wool = 1 kg of lead, only the volumes are
not equal). According to the conservation law, a given quantity cannot become a larger quantity-in
the normal case, but not in the case of the interaction with Aether.
Now let us take the example of the earth. Everyone knows that in the course of time the continents
have drifted apart, meaning they have separated from each other. This is also due to the growth of
the earth's mass, which in turn has led to a growth of the volume. In the case of an air balloon, you
can observe the same: if you paint several points on the balloon and then inflate the balloon, the
distance between the points becomes bigger. Exactly the same happens with the continents,
however, in a time span of millions of years.
In the case of stars, it is also obvious: although they constantly radiate vast amounts of energy into
space, their masses grow continuously, in the final phase of their lives, their own so-called
gravitational force forces them to shrink and ultimately to explode (the phenomenon of Novas and
Supernovas) . Where does this mass come from?
Presumably, the following happens: the free Aether flows to the mass centers which consist of
already bound and of materialized Aether, and becomes matter. This flow produces so-called
pressure fronts which exert pressure on the bound Aether, which is felt as "weight". Gravitation is
therefore not a force emitted by stars and planets but a flow of gravitons towards the stars and
planets. This is actually logical: we are drawn to the earth and not repelled. The key to the
manipulation of gravity is thus the Aether!
With the exclusion of the Aether as a real existing element and medium, science may have denied
access to the "secrets" of gravitation itself!
The fact that the Aether actually exists and the gravitational force can be put "out of power" has also
been proved by the anti-gravity experiment. The test model creates counter-pressure fronts that
balance the natural pressure fronts of the incoming Aether and allow the model to take off. More
than that, these pressure fronts can be emitted as desired, so that a horizontal movement is also
possible. This proves once again that electromagnetism is only a special case of gravitation.
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Another proof of the real existence of the ether is the fact that material bodies have their own inertia.
How to explain inertia? Mach's theory seems to be very unrealistic; after it has been accepted for
decades; more and more voices from science are rising against it, just because it can no longer
explains the latest findings. In fact, the Aether-medium can explain the inertia of the body much
better: every material object also possesses a lot of free Aether which is carried along with it and
permeates the object and envelops it. Its own free Aether acts as a "buffer" between the object and
the surrounding Aether. When the object is accelerated, its own Aether portion remains somewhat
behind, and it is exposed "naked" to the outer Aether, which exerts a force on it. In addition, the own
Aether body "sucks" the object, and this suction force must be balanced with consumption of energy
(e.g., with gasoline combustion). Of course, the Aether's own part (Aetheric body) immediately
follows and adapts the movement, so that after reaching a certain velocity the object can move freely
as long as it is not further accelerated. The "Aetheric body" of the object moves with it and protects it
against external influences, thanks to its buffer function. When braking, however, the object is again
pulled out of its Aetheric body, this time backwards. The Aetheric body that had adapted to the
previous movement sucks it forward further, so the object cannot be instantly braked, but moves
forward for a while.
!!! However, when braking is performed with a power-generating system, strangely more energy is
generated than required for acceleration. This is the decisive proof that there is another element in
the game that adds this additional amount of energy: the Aether!
Practical applications in the field of energy generation can no longer be excluded and it is
only a matter of time until someone succeeds in producing the first mechanical energy
generator based on the Aether.
Note: there is of course no claim to completeness for this synthesis.
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Why the existence of Aether is logical?
A logical approach for the purpose of supporting a scientific claim (for example: the existence of Aether) should
preferably be based on geometrical and /or mathematical rules and principles.
See the following articles for more information:




Why the existence of Aether is logical?

اثبات وجود اِتِر با به کارگیری نظریۀ همه چیز
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